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A Comparative Analysis on Weibo and Twitter
Wentao Han, Xiaowei Zhu, Ziyan Zhu, Wenguang Chen, Weimin Zheng, and Jianguo Lu
Abstract: Weibo is the Twitter counterpart in China that has attracted hundreds of millions of users. We crawled
an almost complete Weibo user network that contains 222 million users and 27 billion links in 2013. This paper
analyzes the structural properties of this network, and compares it with a Twitter user network. The topological
properties we studied include the degree distributions, connected components, distance distributions, reciprocity,
clustering coefﬁcient, PageRank centrality, and degree assortativity. We ﬁnd that Weibo users have a higher
diversity index, higher Gini index, but a lower reciprocity and clustering coefﬁcient for most of the nodes. A
surprising observation is that the reciprocity of Weibo is only about a quarter of the reciprocity of the Twitter user
network. We also show that Weibo adoption rate correlates with economic development positively, and Weibo
network can be used to quantify the connections between provinces and regions in China. In particular, point-wise
mutual information is shown to be accurate in quantifying the strength of connections. We developed an interactive
analyzing software framework for this study, and released the data and code online.
Key words: Weibo; Twitter; online social network; complex network; mutual information
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Introduction

Twitter has been extensively studied. For example,
Kwak et al.[1] crawled a complete user network in 2009
that consists of 41 million users, and Myers et al.[2]
analyzed the entire user network in 2014 that has 175
million active users. Sina Weibo, the Chinese equivalent
of Twitter, has attracted hundreds of millions of users.
Despite its immense impact on society, Weibo user
network has not been systematically studied except for
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a few brief summaries using small sampled data[3–8] .
Sampled data can only infer a limited number of simple
properties, and the inference may not be accurate. We
crawled 222 million Weibo users from November 2012
to February 2013. To our knowledge, this paper is the
ﬁrst attempt to give an overall view of Weibo based on
an almost complete user network.
Social network of this magnitude was usually studied
within companies who own the data. For instance,
Myers et al.[2] studied 175 million active Twitter users
in 2012; Ugander et al.[9] characterized the entire
Facebook user network of 721 million active users
in May 2011; Leskovec and Horvitz[10] studied the
communication network that consists of 240 million
users of Microsoft instant messenger in 2006. Online
social networks available for public study are often
small[1] and incomplete[11–14] . Our Weibo network is
the largest that is available for research which is
independent of data providers. Social networks are
evolving rapidly into a complex platform and playing
a profound role in our daily life in many ways.
An independent study of the networks is of utter
importance.
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The topological properties we studied include the
degree distributions, reciprocity, clustering coefﬁcient,
connected components, pairwise distance distribution,
PageRank centrality, and degree assortativity. The
ground truths of these properties are instrumental
for understanding the formation and evolution of the
network and information diffusion over the network.
For instance, Myers et al.[2] hypothesized that Twitter
morphs from an information network into a social
network over time.
The comparison between Weibo and Twitter is
particularly interesting. On the one hand, the users are
mostly disjoint, representing the online social network
users of China and the rest of the world. On the other
hand, the features of the networking platforms are
almost the same. Both are directed networks, allowing
unlimited inbound links; both impose a default 2000 uplimit for the outbound links for each user; both attract
hundreds of millions of users. Such similar but isolated
platforms provide an opportunity to study structural
difference between China and the rest of the world.
We ﬁnd that the way people interacting in Weibo is
fundamentally different, with very low reciprocity.
The ultimate goal of studying an online social
network is to link it to the real world[15] . Some
pioneering studies show that the way people socialize
has a connection with economic development. For
instance, Eagle et al.[16] established the connection
between the diversity of a phone network and the
level of the economic development in that region. This
paper demonstrates that Weibo penetration rate and
clustering coefﬁcients relate positively to economic
development. More importantly, we use Weibo to
quantify the connections between provinces and
regions, and ﬁnd that point-wise mutual information can
reﬂect connection strength accurately.
The analysis software developed for this work is
also described in this paper. The interactive manner of
our design and the efﬁciency of our implementation
accelerate the process of social network analysis.
The data and code of this paper can be found at
http://weibo.pacman-thu.org/.

2

The Data

We crawled a snapshot of the Weibo user network
from November 2012 to February 2013. At that time,
Weibo API was not as restrictive as today. Thus, an
almost complete user network was obtained, containing

most users who have followers. We used breadth-ﬁrst
crawling strategy by following the out-bound links of
the collected nodes (users). At the end of the crawling
process, most retrieved nodes are old ones that have
been crawled before. On average, 689 duplicates are
retrieved in order to harvest one new node. Since the
chance is very slim for spotting a new node, we stopped
the crawling process. Considering that the user network
was dynamic and expanding, there would always be
new nodes if the crawling had continued. What we can
get is a snapshot of the network within a certain time
frame. Overall, the crawled graph contains 282 million
distinct users. This number is substantially lower than
the ofﬁcially announced number of registered users,
which is 503 million by the end of 2012[17] .
To understand the discrepancy between the crawled
graph and the original graph, we should be aware of
the limitation of the crawling strategy. Note that the
same strategy is used by the Twitter 2009 data[1] that
will be compared in this paper. The crawling follows
the out-bound links, meaning that the nodes without
any followers can not be collected. To ﬁnd out the
population of such unfollowed nodes, we run a random
sampling that consists of one million uniform random
users by probing the ID space. Among them, 48% are
never followed for Weibo, and 40% for Twitter. Thus,
our estimation of the total Weibo population in early
2013 is 282=0:52  542 million, which is close to 503
million, the ofﬁcial number by the end of 2012. This
conﬁrms that our Weibo graph contains most of the
followed users.
Our next question is the impact of the lack of
those unfollowed nodes on the network properties to
be studied. First, several properties we studied, such
as clustering coefﬁcient and the connections between
regions, use a subgraph that consists of bidirectional
(mutual) edges only. Those mutual relations are the
same regardless the exclusion of these unfollowed
nodes. The unfollowed nodes are not involved in any
mutual relations, and we do not need to crawl them to
ﬁnd it out.
Secondly, our random sampling indicates that most of
unfollowed nodes are isolated, not connecting with any
other nodes. Although their number is large, accounting
for almost half of the population, the proportion of the
edges they contribute to the entire graph is small (5%).
Thus, the impact on the overall structure of the graph
is limited. The most direct inﬂuence is the distribution
of component sizes, i.e., the sizes of the weakly and
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strongly connected components. The way we collect
the data ignored huge number of isolated components.
For degree distributions and reciprocity, the inﬂuence is
limited given the small proportion of these edges. In
addition, the comparative study is worthwhile because
the same crawling method is employed for the two
networks. Particularly, both data sets do contain some
unfollowed users that occur in the seed set, 1.7 million
for Weibo and 1.5 million for Twitter. The number is not
small, enabling a partial exploration of the unfollowed
nodes. Because the data sets are crawled exhaustively,
the selections of the seed sets are ad hoc, for instance
from their occurrences in tweets. The seed selection
causes little difference to the resulting graph except for
the unfollowed nodes.
2.1

Graphs to study

Statistics of the Weibo network is tabulated in Table
1, along with the corresponding data from the Twitter
2009 network[1] for comparison. Among 282 million
distinct users, we have explored all the out-bound links
from 222 million users, in total 27 billion edges. In the
following discussion, we will focus on the 222 million
users because the remaining 60 million nodes have their
out-bound links missing. They are newly added from
the crawling process, indicating that they have low inbound edges since they were not spotted earlier. They
will not change the overall picture greatly because:
(1) They lead to very few new nodes. We stopped
expanding those nodes because very few new nodes can
be harvested. (2) Nodes with high in-degrees are most
probably already explored. These unexplored nodes are
the newly discovered ones that have low in-degrees.
(3) In- and out-degrees are strongly correlated. Hence,
unexplored nodes have low out-degrees as well. (4) Any
data sets that are crawled, including the Web[18] , the
Twitter 2009 data[1] we are comparing with, have the
same issue that certain amount of nodes are not explored
because of the dynamic nature of the network. The
network evolves and there is no such thing as a complete
network. Continuing the crawling will only result in
another set of newly discovered nodes whose out-bound
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links are missing.
Twitter 2009 data is selected for our comparative
study because it is the largest Twitter user network
available. In addition, the crawling method is the
same as what we used. Incidentally, both networks are
three-year old after their launches. Weibo has a similar
platform as Twitter, while the user groups are disjoint.
We deﬁne the following graph from Weibo with
222 million users as graph W . In W , an edge .u; v/
denotes that user u follows user v in Weibo. Then
we deﬁne graphs W T , W \ , and W [ as the reversed,
intersection, and union graph of W . In W T , an edge
.u; v/ denotes that user u is followed by user v.
And W \ describes mutual friend relationships. W [
describes weak friend relationships, which is used in
some properties like weakly connected components and
distance distributions. The Twitter graph is denoted by
T . T T , T \ , and T [ are deﬁned similar to those of
Weibo.
2.2

User activity heatmap

Before diving into the structural properties of the
networks, we give a bird’s eye view of their users’
activities in Fig. 1. Clearly, these two networks
complement each other geographically, highlighting the
necessity of a comparative study. The world map is
drawn from 37.5 million coordinates of postings from
Weibo users, and 42.6 million from Twitter users. We
can see that the earth is roughly divided into two worlds,
the magenta one that is created by Weibo users, and
the green one that consists of Twitter users. Brightness
indicates the relative number of users in the area. Since
Twitter service is not available in China, Weibo users
dominate China, although there are occasional Twitter
users scattered in large cities.
Figure 2 shows a zoomed version of Weibo users
in China. We can clearly see large cities, as well as
railways (especially in the western regions). In this
map, the eastern part is much denser and brighter
than the western part, which reﬂects the distribution of
population density in China.

Table 1 Statistics of Weibo and Twitter 2009 data. Max, Standard deviation (Std), Coefﬁcient of Variation (CV), Simpson
index, and Gini index are for in-degrees.
Number of nodes (106 ) Number of links (109 ) Mean degree Max (106 ) Std CV Simpson (104 ) Gini
Weibo
222
27
121
25
9028 74
0:25
0:88
Twitter
41
1:4
35
2:9
2419 69
1:13
0:83
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Fig. 1 The map of Weibo and Twitter user locations three years after their launches. Magenta: Weibo; green: Twitter; white:
both Weibo and Twitter.

Fig. 2

3

Heatmap of Weibo in China.

Degrees

The ﬁrst step to examine a network is the study of
its degree distribution. Since Weibo user network is a
directed graph, we plot the in-, out-, and mutual-degree
distributions in Fig. 3. Figures 3a–3f plot the frequency
as a function of degrees. These plots are good for lower
ends of the degrees. But the frequencies of the popular

bloggers are not discernible. So we plot the degree as
a function of its rank to focus the popular bloggers in
Figs. 3g–3i. The Twitter 2009 data[1] is also plotted as
a comparison.
The in-degree distributions resemble a power law
for the degrees in the middle section of the data,
with exponent 1 for degree-rank plot, and 2 for
frequency-degree plot. Note that the exponent in the
degree-rank plot is greater by one than that of the
frequency-degree plot as expected[19] .
Surprisingly, Weibo and Twitter have a similar
slope, and that slope is close to the Zipf’s law
that characterizes the frequency of words in natural
languages[20] . Secondly, the top bloggers have a much
smaller exponent than the rest of the data. Such data can
be better modelled using Mandelbrot law[21] instead of
a simple power law.
Out-degrees are more inﬂuenced by restrictions
imposed by service providers. Both Weibo and Twitter
have a default 2000 limit for the out-bound links. The
difference is that Weibo has only a few exceptions that
are slightly greater than 2000, while Twitter has a large
number of privileged users who can have millions of
out-bound links. The 2000 up-limit explains the spikes
around 2000 in Fig. 3a. These users maximize their
presence by using up their quota. A spike around
degree 20 for Twitter network is due to the automated
recommended users.

Wentao Han et al.: A Comparative Analysis on Weibo and Twitter
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(a) Out-degree of Weibo

(b) In-degree of Weibo

(c) Mutual-degree of Weibo

(d) Out-degree of Twitter

(e) In-degree of Twitter

(f) Mutual-degree of Twitter

(g) Out-degree

(h) In-degree

(i) Mutual-degree

Fig. 3

Degree distributions of the Weibo graph, compared with the Twitter graph[1] .

Degree distribution alone can lead to interesting
discoveries. From Fig. 3b we can also see a spike
around 104 . One possible explanation is that people
typically buy fake followers in the amount of 104 .
Such highly engineered data are difﬁcult to be
modelled precisely using mathematical formulas, just
the same as the Web graph that cannot be modelled
by a simple power law[22] . Instead, we give several
metrics that measure the variation of the degrees in
Table 1. We focus on in-degrees only, because its size
is unrestricted by both systems. Twitter allows for
many large out-degrees, hence the comparison is not
meaningful. (1) Coefﬁcient of Variation (CV): It is the
standard deviation normalized by the average degree.
One of its intuitive interpretation is to measure the
number of friends of your friends. In every social
network, your friends have more friends than you do[23] .
CV2 C 1 measures how many times more[24] . In a
hypothetical homogeneous network where every user

has the same degree, CV D 0. Only in that case your
friends have the same number of friends as you have. In
Weibo, CV2 C 1 D 5567, i.e., on average your friends
have 5567 times more friends than you do. This is
considerably larger than that of Twitter (4761). (2)
Simpson diversity index: It measures the evenness of
the degrees[25] . It can be interpreted as the probability
of following the same person when two random links
are selected. Lower index means lower probability
of collision, thus higher diversity. The Simpson index
for Weibo is 0:25  104 , meaning that approximately
40 000 random links are needed so that a person
could be followed twice. On the other hand, Twitter
only needs less than 10 000 random links. Hence, the
diversity of Weibo is higher. (3) Gini coefﬁcient:
Inequality is ubiquitous, not only in wealth, but also in
the number of friends one has. Gini coefﬁcient is used
to measure the inequality of the degrees. The Lorenz
curves are shown in Fig. 4, for in-, out-, and mutual-
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Conclusion: Although their in-degree slopes are
similar, Weibo has a higher inequality and higher
diversity than Twitter.

Connected Components

We compute SCC in W (W T is symmetric to W ), and
WCC in both W \ and W [ , and compare with those of
Table 2 Lorenz statistics. Each value indicates the
percentage of total degrees the top t (number) or p
(percentage) nodes have.
In-degree (%)
Weibo Twitter
0:09 0:20
0:70 1:51
3:64 8:35
10:44 19:49
23:42 28:19
49:80 37:00
62:20 56:65
82:76 79:20
98:16 94:79
99:90 99:69
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Lorenz curves of Weibo and Twitter graphs.

degrees. The percentage of certain percentile is given in
Table 2. It is 0:88 for Weibo, and 0:83 for Twitter. The
top 1% of Weibo users possess 62% followers (56% for
Twitter). The top 0:1% Weibo accounts own 48% of
followers (37% for Twitter).

Out-degree (%)
Weibo Twitter

0:00 0:05

0:00 0:26

0:00 0:77

0:01 2:69

0:09 8:32
0:1 2:37 16:37
1
13:22 41:93
10 53:35 76:63
50 91:16 96:58
90 99:73 99:91
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Mutual-degree (%)
Weibo Twitter
0:00
0:13
0:00
0:64
0:01
1:91
0:08
6:53
0:67
19:82
6:57
34:60
22:30
57:70
65:78
85:03
97:11
97:28
99:73
99:54

Note: Some values are not important and omitted, shown as “–”.

T , T \ , and T [ . The statistical data of these connected
components are shown in Table 3, and the distributions
are shown in Fig. 5. We can see from the table that the
largest component and singletons together form nearly
the whole graph (more than 95% vertices covered) in all
these cases.
In T [ , all the vertices form a single WCC, while
the largest WCC of W [ contains 99.94% vertices. We
investigate and ﬁnd the initial frontier is not connected.
In W \ and T \ , the largest WCC and singletons
are of the equal magnitude in both cases, and the
portion of largest WCC in the whole graph of W \ is
slightly smaller than that of T \ , which implies a lower
reciprocated rate. For the directed graphs, we can see
that the largest SCC of W is bigger than that of T .

5

Distance/Degree of Separation

The distance between a pair of nodes is the length of
the shortest path(s) between these two nodes. It is not
feasible to compute the shortest paths between all the
combinations of the nodes in a large graph. Instead,
we need to estimate the distance using HyperANF
algorithm.
Previous studies on the networks of Facebook
and Twitter plotted the distribution of the pairwise
distance between all users[2, 9] . The average distance of
Facebook is 4:7, while that of Twitter 2014 is 4:17.

Wentao Han et al.: A Comparative Analysis on Weibo and Twitter
Table 3
Graph
W (or W T )
W\
W[
T (or T T )
T\
W[

Type
SCC
WCC
WCC
SCC
WCC
WCC

Number of CCs
17 408 216
116 063 757
129 306
8 044 728
19 607 444
1

Statistics of connected components.
Largest component size (Percentage)
205 234 072 (92:16%)
104 828 842 (47:07%)
222 554 078 (99:94%)
33 479 734 (80:38%)
21 297 772 (51:13%)
41 652 230 (100:00%)
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Fig. 5 Component size vs. rank distributions (the largest
components and the singletons are removed).

We ran BFS on W [ from the sampled seeds, and
got a distribution of distances (as shown in Fig. 6).
The average distance is 3:436, which is very similar
to Twitter in the year of 2009, but smaller than that of
Facebook and Twitter in the year of 2014.

6

Number of Singletons (Percentage)
17 387 546 (7:81%)
115 043 524 (51:66%)
128 856 (0:06%)
7 947 097 (19:08%)
19 071 837 (45:79%)
0 (0:00%)

whether it is a media or a social networking platform.
The answer is not as clear as Facebook, because many
people in Weibo and Twitter follow celebrities only,
giving the impression that the networking functionality
is weak on such platforms. One of the major tasks
in the studies of the Twitter user networks in 2009[1]
and 2012[2] is to answer this question. Reciprocity
and transitivity (clustering coefﬁcient) are used as the
principal metrics.
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Reciprocity and Transitivity

The often posed question for Weibo or Twitter is

Reciprocity

We ﬁnd that among all the links of Weibo users, 10%
are reciprocated. This reciprocity is substantially lower
than that of Twitter 2009 (0:36) and Twitter 2012 (0:42).
The huge difference is startling, and prompts us to look
into it more closely.
First, there are alternative methods to calculate
the reciprocity, notably the arch method and dyad
method[26] , that result in different values. The arch
method calculates the proportion of the arches that
are reciprocated. In the example graph in Fig. 7,
there are three arches (A, B), (B, A), and (B, C).
Among them, two are reciprocated. Thus, reciprocity
r D 2=3  0:66. The dyad method, on the other
hand, calculates the proportion of the dyads that are
reciprocated. There are two dyads (A, B) and (B, C),
one is reciprocated, the other is not. Thus, reciprocity
r D 0:5. The method of calculation is usually not
indicated explicitly. Reference [27] adopted the arch
method, while[1] used the dyad approach. Our ﬁrst
calculation of reciprocity uses the arch method. If
we use the dyad method, the reciprocity is 0.05 for
A

B
Fig. 6 Distribution of distances (undirected) from the
sampled seeds (both in linear and log scales).

A

C

Arch method (r=0.66)
Fig. 7

B

C

Dyad method (r=0.5)

Two kinds of reciprocities.
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Weibo and 0.22 for Twitter. In other words, for every
pair of nodes that has a relationship between them,
the probability of that relationship being bi-directional
is 0.05 for Weibo, 0.22 for Twitter. The difference
between the two networks is even larger.
Next we examine the reciprocity for each type of
nodes. Figure 8 plots the average reciprocity as a
function of in- and out-degrees in Figs. 8a and 8b,
respectively. The plots are smoothed with a window
size 20. Figures 8c and 8d give the corresponding
un-smoothed plots for the ﬁrst 100 degrees. First,
for most degrees, reciprocity of Twitter is consistently
higher than that of Weibo, for both in- and out-degrees.
Second, for in-degrees, reciprocity increases up to the
2000 limit, then decreases with the growth of the degree
size. For large accounts who has many followers,
they cannot reciprocate many followers because of the
limit of out-bound link, thus their reciprocity becomes
lower with the increase of in-degree. We see almost a
monotonic decrease of the reciprocity of Weibo popular
accounts as expected. However, Twitter has some large
accounts whose reciprocities are very high. This is due
to the existence of a large amount of privileged users
who can have more out-bound links than the default
two-thousand limit. They are mostly business accounts,
having the tendency of high reciprocity. Figure 8b
indicates that for those privileged users, almost all of
them have a reciprocity that is close to one.
The large number of out-links given by privileged
users may have boosted the overall reciprocity of the

Fig. 8 Average reciprocity as a function of in- and outdegrees for original graphs in Weibo and Twitter. (a) and
(b), smoothed with window size 20; (c) and (d), degrees up to
100.

Tsinghua Science and Technology, February 2016, 21(1): 1-16

Twitter network. Thus, we discount all the out-links
emanating from these privileged users. This brings
down its arch reciprocity from 0.36 to 0.22, which is
still signiﬁcantly larger than that of Weibo (0.10).
Despite its low reciprocity, Weibo has the same
average number of mutual friends as Twitter 2009.
On average, Weibo has 12:9 mutual followers, while
Twitter 2009 has 12:7, both after three years of
evolution. One explanation is that there are two aspects
of Weibo/Twitter: the social networking aspect and
the information dissemination aspect. The networking
aspect is similar for Weibo and Twitter, by developing
the same number of mutual friends over three years.
Weibo is more active in information dissemination by
having a much higher average degree (121 vs. 35).
Among these average links, about 13 go to friends,
the rest (108 vs. 22) go to celebrities. Over time, the
number of mutual friends increases, as Twitter 2012 has
an average of 48 for active users[2] .
The implication is that for this part of the graph,
it is almost the same as an undirected graph. One
consequence we can derive (as shown in the next
section) is that its PageRank value is strongly correlated
with the in-degree. In an un-directed graph, the
PageRank is proportional to its degree.
6.2

Clustering Coefﬁcient (CC)

For clustering coefﬁcient, we consider the mutual
graphs in Weibo and Twitter, where each link is
reciprocated, so that there is no direction considered
when calculating the clustering coefﬁcient. Since the
arch reciprocity is 0:10, this subgraph contains 10% of
the edges (2:7 billion) of the original graph.
We observe that for most nodes, CC of Weibo is
smaller than that of Twitter. Figure 9 plots the average
CC as a function of degrees. Figure 9a compares all
the nodes in Weibo and Twitter. It demonstrates
that the trend is consistent. Overall, the average CC
is 0:10 for Weibo and 0:12 for Twitter. Figure 9b
focuses the degrees below 150. This is the Dunbar’s
number that is the cognitive limit to the number of
relationships people can handle[28] . CCs within this
range are more important since they are more likely
accounts of ordinary people instead business accounts.
One lesson we learnt is that the global CC is a
misleading metrics that should not be used to measure
the rate that a friend of friend is still a friend. Despite
the obvious trend, the global CC of Weibo is 0:0758,
which more than doubles that of Twitter (0:0283).

Wentao Han et al.: A Comparative Analysis on Weibo and Twitter
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will most probably have a lower global CC, regradless
the CC values for most nodes.
Another observation we made is that CC is positively
correlated with economic development. Figures 9c and
9d show the CC of HongKong (HK), Beijing (BJ), and
Sichuan (SC). Figure 9c is for all the degrees, and Fig.
9d focuses on the degrees below 150. We can see an
apparent pattern, suggesting that economically more
development regions have a higher CC.
Conclusion:
The reciprocity and transitivity of
most Weibo users are signiﬁcantly lower than those of
Twitter, indicating that Weibo is more used as a news
media than a social network platform.

7
Fig. 9 Average clustering coefﬁcient as a function of degree
for mutual graphs in Weibo and Twitter. (a) and (c),
smoothed with window size 20; (b) and (d), degrees up to 150.

To understand such striking discrepancy between the
global CC value and visual check on most degrees, we
need to note that the global CC measures the portion of
the !
triplets that are closed. A node with degree d has
d
triplets. Thus, the CCs of large nodes dominate
2
the value of global CC. Mutual graph of Weibo has
a maximal degree 2000. On the other hand, Twitter
mutual graph contains nodes with much larger degrees
because of the existence of privileged users. These large
accounts have a huge number of triplets that are not
closed. In other words, a network with higher degree

PageRank Centrality

The importance of the bloggers can be measured by
various social network centralities. Two of them are
degree centrality and PageRank centrality. The top 20
most followed users and top 20 users with maximum
PageRank values are listed in Table 4. The top 20
most followed users and their PageRanks are plotted in
Fig. 10. PageRank is calculated using the classic poweriteration method with damping factor 0:85[29] . The
power method iterates for 50 times.
One perplexing phenomenon is the occurrence of
several Weibo service accounts in the top list, for
both follower number and PageRank centrality. As a
comparison, none of the Twitter service accounts come
up to the top[1] . What is more startling is that these
Weibo ofﬁcial accounts crop up even higher in terms

Table 4 Top 20 users ranked by the number of followers (the left half) and PageRank (the right half). The users in shade appear
in both lists.
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the fact that Twitter has a higher reciprocity. In an
extreme case when every link was reciprocated, the
graph would be undirected, and each PageRank value
would be proportional to the degree.
Figures 11c and 11d draw lines where the PageRank
is proportional to the degree. Nodes above the line
attract “important” followers, while the ones below
contain sub-quality followers. We can observe clusters
of nodes whose PageRanks are substantially below the
line, indicating possible spamming activities. Such
anomaly happens for the top 200 Twitter accounts. For
Weibo, those accounts mostly have less than one million
followers.
Fig. 10 Top 20 Weibo users with highest in-degrees and
their corresponding PageRank values.

of PageRank than in-degree. Three Weibo accounts
are among the top 20 in-degree list, and ﬁve are
among the top 20 PageRank list. Those ofﬁcial Weibo
accounts attract not only huge amounts of followers,
but also “important” ones. A detailed inspection of
these accounts reveals that they share many followers.
For instance, we ﬁnd that the top two accounts (Weibo
Assistant and Weibo Customer Service) share 43% of
their followers, as shown in our web page[30] .
The second observation is the correlation between
in-degree and PageRank shown in Fig. 11. Figures
11a and 11b demonstrate that Weibo has a weaker
correlation. Indeed the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient
is 0:82 for Weibo, and 0:94 for Twitter for the top
100 most followed users. This can be inferred from

Fig. 11 PageRank as a function of degrees of the top 100 and
5000 most followed users. Line: proportional to in-degree.

Conclusion: The correlation between in-degree and
PageRank is weaker in Weibo than Twitter. This can be
derived from the high reciprocity of Twitter.

8

Assortativity

Conventional wisdom tells us that celebrities socialize
with celebrities. Such tendency can be measured by
assortative mixing by degrees[27] . It was reported that
social networks, such as citation networks, demonstrate
positive assortative mixing, conﬁrming the common
sense widely perceived[14] .
The question is whether such assortativity is carried
on in large online networking sites such as Weibo and
Twitter. Recently, a surprising observation was reported
that popular users tend to follow unpopular users
in Twitter user network, contradicting the common
sense[2] . This conclusion was drawn based on the
negative Pearson correlation coefﬁcient between logged
in-degrees of the following relationship. We conducted
the experiments on our two data sets, and observed
negative coefﬁcients as well. However, this coefﬁcient
is meaningful only for measuring linear correlations. To
reveal the details of their relations, we plot the average
in- (out-) degree of the target nodes as a function of
the in- (out-) degrees of the source nodes in Fig. 12.
For each in- or out-degree (x-axis), we collect all the
source nodes that have that degree. Then we obtain
all the target nodes that are linked from the source
nodes. From those target nodes, we calculate the
average in- and out-degrees (y-axis). Altogether there
are four combinations, denoted by in-in, in-out, out-in,
and out-out in Fig. 12.
The in-in plot shows that indeed there is no linear
relation between the in-degree of a node and the average
in-degree of the nodes it follows for both Weibo and
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Making the Links

The ultimate goal of studying an online social network
is to link it to the real world[15] . Some pioneering
studies show that the way people socialize can have a
connection with economic development. For instance,
Ref. [16] established the connection between the
diversity of a phone network and the level of the
economic development in that region. This paper gives
several examples of linking Weibo to the real world.
9.1

Fig. 12

Assortative mixing by degrees.

Twitter. Instead, they exhibit an apparent V shape.
The turning point is around 2000. Before that, smaller
accounts tend to follow more popular bloggers. After
receiving more than 2000 followers, popular bloggers
do follow popular bloggers in general. This can be
explained by the evolution of the network: users start by
following celebrities, inducing higher average degree of
their targets. When users accumulate more experience,
they tend to connect with friends in their real life and
people in their communities. This will drag down the
average degree of the people they follow. This trend
continues until the in-degree is around 2000. After that,
there is a strong positive assortative mixing, i.e., the
more popular you are, the more popular the people you
follow are.
In addition to in-in correlations, we also studied other
combinations as shown in Fig. 12. Out-in: The average
target in-degree decreases almost monotonically with
the out-degree of the source nodes, for both Weibo and
Twitter. It reveals that the more people you follow, the
less popular those people are. In-out: The average target
out-degree does not change with the in-degree of the
source nodes. Regardless of the popularity of a blogger,
the variance of their target out-degree is small. This is
particularly true for Weibo, because it has a strict 2000
limit for the out-links. Out-out: The more people you
follow, the fewer targets these people follow.
Conclusion: In online social networks, celebrities
tend to connect with celebrities more often in both
Weibo and Twitter. This conﬁrms our common sense
in the real world, and corrects the conclusion made in
Ref. [2].

Connections between provinces

The connection between people in different provinces
has never been studied quantitatively on population
level. Thanks to the digitalization of the user relations,
we can quantify the strength of the connection between
provinces based on the Weibo user network. First, we
investigate whether connections in Weibo can reﬂect the
connection in real social life. Mutual Information (MI)
is used to quantify such relation. Simpler similarity
metrics such as the number of links or normalized
versions such as in Ref. [9] could have been used,
but they are hard to justify. Jaccard similarity and
Dice index favour large provinces that have more
Weibo users. MI measures the deviation from the
independence of two random variables. It is a proved
successful measurement text classiﬁcation[31] . We
use the following (normalized) MI to quantify the
connection between provinces x and y:
Pxy
log
Px Py
(1)
MI.x; y/ D
 log Pxy
where the probabilities Px and Pxy are estimated using
the observed links as follows. Let nxy be the number
P
of links between provinces x and y, nx D y nxy
P
the number of links from x, and N D nx the total
number of links. Then POx D nx =N and POxy D nxy =N .
MI has an intuitive interpretation. It takes a positive
value if x and y share more links than we expect
by chance, and a negative one if they share less.
logPxy is added to normalize the value so that the
minimal (when they have no connection at all) is 1
and maximal (when they overlap completely) is 1.
We calculate the MIs of 34 provinces and regions
on 72 million users whose proﬁles are crawled, from
whom we crawled their user proﬁles. This is about a
third of the Weibo population at the time. For the other
two-thirds of the Weibo account, we only have their
links, but not the provinces. Therefore, these accounts
are not included in this study. Each proﬁle contains
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self-claimed area/province data. Accounts with empty
province data are excluded. The total number of cross
province edges is N D 5:32  108 . Among them,
max.nx / D 8:65  107 (GD), max.nxy / D 1:17  107
(GD and AB), min.nx / D 9:3  105 (QH), min.nxy / D
1963 (MC and QH). Due to the huge size of these
statistics, the estimated MIs are regarded as accurate.
The pairwise MIs are plotted in Fig. 13. Provinces are
sorted using hierarchical agglomerative clustering using
average linkage. The results of single and complete
linkages are similar. To highlight the accuracy of the
clustering, we cut the dendrogram into six clusters,
and plot them using different colours on the map
of China. We want to emphasize that the clustering
is accurate not only because the adjacent provinces
are clustered together. More importantly, each cluster
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reﬂects the bondage in culture, dialect, and tradition.
For instance, the closest pairs (the red pairs in the plot)
of provinces/regions are (AB, GD), (CQ, SC), (HK,
GD), and (XZ, QH). AB (abroad) represents oversea
users. CQ and SC were in the same province only a
few years ago; HK and GD are adjacent and speak the
same dialect, the same for XZ and QH.
Of all the links, slightly more than half (56:91%)
are within provinces. This is in sharp contrast to
countries, where 84% of edges are within countries[9] .
The percentage varies widely across provinces. The
highest is GD (78:55%), and the lower end includes XZ
(10:56%), QH (13:74%), and TW (18:38%).
When all the users are grouped into the 34 regions,
the modularity is 0:44. This is a value much smaller
than the modularity grouped by countries (0:7486)[9] .
It indicates that a much stronger bond exists between
provinces than countries.
Firstly, 34 provinces are clustered correctly into
six large regions of China: Northern, Northeastern,
Southern, Southwestern, Middle, Eastern, and Western.
Secondly, Beijing (BJ) and Shanghai (SH) are the only
two cities that connect to almost all other provinces.
They are the most vibrant cities in China that attract
people from all over the country. On the other hand,
some provinces, such as Hebei (HE), are less vibrant
and connect less with other provinces. Note that the
region abroad (AB) are users registered from overseas.
They connect with most provinces as well because they
are originally from different provinces.
Thirdly, all the strong connections demonstrated in
Weibo have solid social background: (1) Hong Kong
(HK), Macao (MO), and Guangdong (GD) bond closely
because they are close geographically and they speak
the same dialect. The connection between Hong Kong
and Macao is particularly strong, because they are
both special administrative regions; (2) Fujian and
Taiwan have many connections, because they are close
geographically and share the same dialect; (3) Tibet
and Qinghai are neighbouring provinces, and they share
cultural and ethnic similarities.
Conclusion: Mutual information can quantify
accurately the connection of people in different areas.
9.2

Fig. 13 MIs between provinces in China, and the
corresponding six clusters in the map of China. Refer to
Ref. [32] for province code.

GDP vs. Weibo penetration rate

Regions that are willing to adopt a new technology
should be a region technologically more advanced,
henceforth economically more developed. We show
that Weibo penetration rate is correlated with the
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In this paper, we develop a social network analysis
framework named Acolyte, for the following reasons:

Ă

3\WKRQ 
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Fig. 14 Number of users per province. The bars stand
for the total numbers of users, while the dots stand for the
numbers per capita. The bar of Guangdong is truncated.
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Conclusion: Weibo can reﬂect the real world it
represents. The network structures of provinces are
correlated with the economic development.

Interactivity During social network analysis, we are
exploring in networks and their characteristics, trying
to ﬁnd out interesting things. We do the work step by
step, since the result from previous steps may suggest
the actions we should take for the following steps.
Performance The framework should be effective
for we are willing to process large scale networks
(millions of vertices and billions of edges). The
interactivity becomes bad if even a simple operation
like counting degree distribution takes several
minutes.
Extensibility The framework should be easy to
extend for we can use inﬁnite methods for analysis,
since we are exploring.
The overview design of Acolyte is shown in Fig. 16.
The system runs typically on a commodity server. To
achieve high performance, we take the pure in-memory
computation approach. The core data structures and
algorithms are implemented in C++. The graph is
stored in adjacency list format, and we store both the
original and reversed graphs, since the reverse process
takes a comparably long time (it’s not cache-friendly).
The union and intersection graphs can be generated
on-the-ﬂy without loss of performance (the union or
intersection operation of two neighbor lists are quite
cache-friendly).
The core algorithms like BFS, DFS, connected
components, clustering coefﬁcient, and PageRank are
also implemented in C++. We employ a Python
interpreter as our analyzing console. This also enables
us to use existing software packages like NumPy, SciPy,
and Matplotlib to process and plot the results further.
SWIG[34] is used to automatically bridge between C++
and Python.

FRH൶FLHQW

economic development measured by GDP per capita.
First, we plot the Weibo user number and adoption
rate in each province in Fig. 14. Provincial GDP in
2013 is from Statistics China[33] . Figure 15 plots the
provincial GDP per capita as a function of Weibo
penetration rate. It demonstrates that there is a strong
correlation, with Pearson correlation 0:76. Beijing,
Shanghai, and Guangdong are the leading regions in
Weibo penetration rate.
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Fig. 15 GDP per capita vs. number of accounts per capita
in log-log scale.

Fig. 16 The overview design of our social network analysis
framework.
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We ran the analysis for this paper on a server with 2
Intel Xeon E5-2680v2 2:80 GHz and 512 GB memory.
Our Weibo graph W has more than 220 million vertices
and 27 billion edges. It takes about 210 GB memory
to store W . It takes about 5 seconds to count a degree
distribution, about 1 minute to do BFS from one vertex,
and 10 minutes do compute an iteration of PageRank
values for W using a single thread.
We also improve usability by storing the graph
topology in a shared memory segment. Thanks to this
technique, we can run multiple Python interpreters
simultaneously, doing different analyzing tasks at the
same time. To further improve the performance, we
employed some system techniques[35, 36] .

11

Discussions and Conclusions

Weibo and Twitter are two of the major online
social network sites. They share many similarities, in
size, structure, and inﬂuence. Yet they barely overlap
geographically. As the ﬁrst comparative study of these
two services, we ﬁnd that Weibo is fundamentally
different from Twitter in the way people interact.
The arch reciprocity is smaller by a factor of 3:6
for Twitter 2009, and 4:2 for Twitter 2012. The
clustering coefﬁcient is also signiﬁcantly smaller for
most accounts. Overall, the interaction between people
in Weibo is substantially weaker than that of Twitter.
The inequality of followers is also greater in Weibo.
It is even higher than the inequality of wealth in any
country in the world in terms of Gini index. 0:1% of
the top bloggers attract almost 50% of the followers in
Weibo. On average, a friend has 5567 (CV2 C 1) times
more followers than you have.
Anomalies are found in both Weibo and Twitter
networks. Five Weibo service accounts are among
the top 20 PageRank list. There are large accounts
who share most of the followers. There are cliques
containing thousands of nodes. Many Twitter privileged
users reciprocate almost every follower. These
anomalies highlight the necessity for independent
studies of online social networks.
Thanks to the digitalization of human relationships,
we can quantify the strength of connections between
different provinces and regions in China. We ﬁnd
that mutual information is accurate in reﬂecting such
bondage. Of particular interests is that Hong Kong has
the lowest MI with most other provinces, even weaker

than Taiwan, coinciding with its tenuous relationship
with mainland China.
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